
Who to contact? 

  

Alma questions 

 You cannot complete a task for some reason (getting an error, Alma not behaving as expected, 

the process/workflow is not clear) and it is a time sensitive taskCall Mechele, if not available 

check with another Public Services Team member.  Call Brett or Ellen if you feel it is specifically a 

configuration or Alma technical issue.   Policy and procedure questions best answered with in 

Public Services. 

 You cannot complete a task for some reason (getting an error, Alma not behaving as expected, 

the process/workflow is not clear) and it is NOT a time sensitive task email the “group” (Public 

Services team + Brett and Ellen) 

  

Technology questions 

 Printer or computer is not working but there is another printer or computer availableRefer 

patron to a working device, then email ITS and copy Brett.  Include specifically: The library, 

which machine (including number on device), time of problem and description of the issue. 

 Printer not working and there is no other printer available to patrons Call ITS with the details 

and in the meantime help the patron best you can with a staff device or referral to another 

building, if realistic. 

 PaperCut (releasing print jobs etc.) Generally a patron is waitingCall ITS, they can come up or 

troubleshoot on the phone.  Afterwards send FYI to “the group” (Public Services team + Brett 

and Ellen). 

 A computer is not connected to the correct queue refer the patron to another device, email 

ITS and copy Brett with the number of the device and the problem. 

 A patron is having trouble printing and you are not sure how to solve the issue Call ITS or 

encourage the student call ITS. 

 Unusual things that are not time sensitive (ex. Printer defaults setting are not as 

expected)email the group, response will include a solution or referral for whom to direct the 

question. 

  

General questions 

 Library policy (building, Alma or otherwise) is not clear and it’s time sensitiveCall Mechele 

 Library policy (building, Alma or otherwise) is not clear and NOT time sensitive email Public 

Services Team 

 


